
Three Peas In A Pod

Honeywell /iLYNX,
NO Preboots, Drivers,

Special Software or Memory Usage

As far as you’re concerned, the most important computer
in the world is the PC that handles your own business

matters. You want it to be fast, efficient. . . and reliable.

That’s why Honeywell developed the /iLYNX™ TVack-

ball. It enhances the performance of your IBM™ PC (and

the IBM keyboard compatibles), and gives you some
impressive new timesaving solutions.

Like graphics drawing. Word processing editing. And
spreadsheet ceil searching. You can even generate data

base forms.

The /rLYNX Trackball gives you precise, fingertip cursor

control, as easily—and naturally—as rolling a ball in the

direction you want the cursor to move. Unlike a mouse or

graphics pad, riLYNX totally eliminates the need for a

large, flat working surface. Because it’s small enough to

fit in your hand. And ergonomically designed to be used

comfortably for hours.

Your system won’t need any special set-up with the

/iLYNX, either. It simply plugs in between the keyboard
and the computer; leaving your RS232 port free for other

peripherals. Drivers and preboots aren’t necessary. And
you don’t have to worry about extra memory or special

software. You can use it with software you already have.

IBM PC, And You

With /rLYNX, you’ve got a user-friendly device on your

hands! It provides a menu to guide you through its opera-

tion. You can select one of the preset ball motion and
pushbutton configurations, or better yet you can program
the /rLYNX yourself right from the keyboard

to suit your software requirements. And
its battery supported RAM holds that

program, even during power-down.

The Honeywell jiLYNX
teamed up with your IBM
PC. TXvo big companies
backing the most impor-

tant computer system

in the world. Yours.

Contact us for a

brochure on the incredible jjLYNX.
Or better yet, take one for a test spin at your

nearest computer dealer. You’ll be amazed at the

performance of your PC! Dealer Inquiries Invited.
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